Try a Rubric™ for...

**Assessment**
Make assessment fun and easy!

**Grading**
Assign grades fairly, the fun way!

**Whenever you are the judge**
Make decisions knowing that you have implemented your knowledge fairly!

What could be more rewarding?

Create your own Rubric™
Creating a Rubric™ is fun! All you have to do is conceptualize your domain and your criteria for judgment, phrase them clearly and briefly, then organize them in a tabular Rubric™ format. Of course, it is important to rank the expected possible outcomes for each criteria so it is easy to assign examples when you use the Rubric Cube™.

Clear! The choices are obvious! All you have to do is decide.

Concise! Ready at a glance! Each choice is presented in the clearest, most effective way.

Reliable! Consistent & fair! Consistent judgments can be made for any number of cases.

Easy to use! For all these reasons, the new Rubric™ is readily implemented.

Caution! Don’t fool around with the cube. If you rearrange the criteria your results might vary.

Try One Today!

You can use a Rubric™ without the cubic format, but why would you want to?